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Sunset Admits
Eight Students
To Membership

Fight for Peace,
Warmingham Says
In Convocation

Initiation of Members
W ill be Held November 22

‘Light Hearted Attitude'
Toward War Here
No Longer

Eight members of the Lawrence
student body were admitted to
membership in Sunset, the campus
honorary dramatics organization at
its meeting last Tuesday night
Membership is granted (or out*
standing work in acting or crew
duty. Initiation will be held on
November 22.
Those admitted were Charles
Koerble, Bob Wilson, Grada DeMore. Mary Forest, Jean Doerr,
Carolyn Kemler,
LaVern
McClatchio and Charles VauDell. Ad*
mittance to the organization in fu 
ture years will be by a point sys
tem which is as follows:
Acting:
Three Art Plays
Lead
7 points
5 points
Intermediate
2 points
Small speaking part
1 point
Walkon
One Act Plays
3 points
Lead
2 points
Intermediate
W alk on or Sm. sp. part 1 point
Crew Work
7 points
Crew head
Crew graded by the crew
head—receive 6 points
on down.
(Crew heads are graded by designcr-technician; director.»
Play production class
1 point
Dramatic art
I point
No crew member may earn all
his points in one (ield o( the crew
work. However, a student is eligible who has earned his points sole
ly in acting or solely in crew work.
Sunset is considering the ques
tion of acquiring a new name
which might seem more suited to
their activity. Betty Lou Scandling
is in charge o( the "Heelers." fresh
man dramatic organization. She
has announced that it will have its
first meeting at an early date.

“The period will come when
there will be no war,” .said Dr. O.
W. Warmingham, of the American
Youth Foundation, speaking in his
fourth Armistice Day service In
convocation Friday.
In their desire for peace, people
arc like Shakespeare's “King Lear."
They want to be well-thought of,
and they crave affection, but they
lack the stamina to fight for it.
As in this story, the tragedy in the
world today is caused by petty,
small affairs. Everything is in a
bad state, and the ideal of peace
never comes nearer.
“War to End Wars”
Natural man is too involved in
the art of living. When war comes
to a nation, it is up to the leaders
HELEN JEPSON
of that nation to convince the peo
Of Metropolitan Fam?
ple that there is fit cause for en
tering the struggle. Such was the
case when America entered the
World war. We were told we were
“saving the world for democracy”
and that this was a “war to end
all wars.”
In recalling his college days in
the years when the war broke out.
Singer Known for Her Dr. Warmingham mentioned the
bitter disillusionment. It was no
Perfect S t a j; p
tea party. The boys left singing
“It's a Long Way to Tipperary,
P o i s e
but Mv Heart's Right There.” Later
Helen Jepson, glamorous Metro in ord*»r to bolster their spirits, it
was “Pack up Your Troubles in
politan Opera soprano, who will be Your Kit Bag". Still later, when
heard in Memorial chapel Wednes- the full realization of the tragedy
dav evening. November 30. as the eam<\ they turr, d to singing
setiind artist on the current Com hymns, it was then that the vast
munity Artist Series, for all her mysterv of war had really touched
artistic career as singer, can re them. “Over the world like a star
main calm throughout a whirl of less sky the mystery still burns ”
wild excitement. She concentrates
Post—War Revival
on the Mg event ahead, reserving
At this time. President Wilson
all her powers for it. That is why turned schoolteacher to Europe.
even in her early days, she came He tried to teach it the principles
off triumphant in a performance of of democracy and the rights of the
the title role in ‘Thais.” with the individual. Europe tried to build
Contreal Opera company, when she democracies without these prin
substituted on a few hours notice c ip le s , but dictatorships were the
for a singer suddenly fallen ill.
result. In England, people turned
She had learned the part of from the church feeling they
‘ Thais” carefully, and longed to could no longer believe in a God
sing it. Perhaps she would have after the brutality of the World
chosen another chance attended by war. Social customs were revised,
less strain. But an opera singer and the League of Nations. W il
thoroughly prepared is ready to son's dream, was abandoned.
take the risks. Miss Jepson ven- , In offering reasons for war, Dr.

Mortar Board Holds
Candlelight Dinner
Tonight at Ormsby
Mortar Board will sponsor a
candlelight dinner for freshman
women and transfers tonight at
Ormsby at 6 p. m. Each Mortar
Board girl will give a short talk
on the traditions and ideals of the
organization. both on the Lawrence
campus and nationally. The ac
tive Mortar Board members are
Betty Ann Johnson. Florence Per
ry, Janet Weber. Betty Morrison,
and Martha Lyon.
Guest for the evening will be
the
chapter’s faculty
advisors.
Miss Lorenz, Miss Cope, and Mrs.
Clippinger.

— B 511 b o a
Friday. Nov. 18 — American
Ctiemical soclet;* meeting
Saturday. Nov. 19 — All-Col
lege Thanksgiving dance
Wednesday, Nov. 23—Two hour
frolic at Knights of PvtMas
hall.
Thursday, Nov. 24— L. W. A. tea
dance at little gym 3 to 5 p m.
Saturday. Nov. 26— Sigma Phi
Epsilon. Delta Tau Delta toller
skating party.
Tuesday, Nov. 29 — Football
banquet
Wednesday, Nov. 30 — Second
Artist series, Helen Jepson
Saturday, Dec. 3 — Alpha Chi
Omega formal
Ormsby formal.
Sunday, Dec. 4 — Schola Cantorum presentation of “Mes
siah”
Saturday Dec. 10 — Kappa Del
ta formal
Kappa Alpha Thrta formal
Campus club dinn n
Fridav, Dec. lfi —- All-College
Christmas dance

‘Ole Left Hander’, Joe Sanders,
His Ducky-Wuckies, to Play at
Thanksgiving Dance Saturday
‘Ole Left Hander’

Jepson to Sing
In Artist Series

Turn to Page 8

your

JOE SANDERS
. . . and HI» Ducky-Wuckies

Present ‘Messiah'
At Chapel Dec.4

1

!

Famous Oratorio Ls An
nual Tradition at
Lawrence College

Chicago Band Signed as
Scoggin Cancels
Contract
Joe Sanders, that man with the
long grey beard and all his little
duck-wuckies who for many years
have been an outstanding dance
band favorite throughout the na
tion, will make their first appear
ance at Lawrence college at the
Thanksgiving dance Saturday night.
This “break” for the social com
mittee came as Chic Scoggin and
his band cancelled their contract
due to the fact that “Show Boat”
in Fort Worth, Texas, where they
are now appearing, decided to ex
ercise the option they have on his
contract. Therefore, they will be
keeping him until after the first
of the year. Never before has such
a name band appeared at Law
rence and a large crowd is expect
ed. Sanders closed an engagement
last week at the Trianon ballroom,
Chicago.
MSave Decorations”
The social committee has decid
ed to save all elaborate decora
tions for the Christmas dance, but
the gym will be illuminated by
varied colored lighting. Tickets
will be presented at a ticket box
resembling a large pumpkin, and
contrary to previous times, the
wtaps of both the men and the
women will be checked in the
handball courts. Coca Cola will be
for sale at a redecorated bar.
The decorations arc being com
pleted under the direction of Mon
ica Worsley and Ruth Perry with
the assistance of Ed Marcellus,
Roger Sherman, and John Coumbc.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Beck. Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Griffith, and Mr.
and Mrs. H. W. Troyer have been
invited as chaperones, and Dean
and Mrs J. S. Millis, President and
Mrs. Thomas N. Barrows, and Miss
Ruth Cope have been invited as
guests.
Several improvements have been
made by the social committee, and
several more are in the making.
Mirrors and a dressing table have
been put in the women's lounge in
the gym, and arrangements have
been made for the checking of
coats. All this and the new band
shell that will be seen at the
Christmas dance have been^ pur
chased with the social committee
money.

Foremost among Lawrence col
lege traditions is the annual per
formance of Handel’s famous ora
torio. “The Messiah”, which will
be given at the Chapel by the
Schola Cantorum on Sunday eve
ning, December 4.
The first performance of this
(amous oiatorio was given (or the
bene(it of charity at the Music hall
in Dublin in April, 1742, with Han
del conducting the performance in
Turn to Page 8
person. This first presentation was
given just seven months after the
composer had completed the score,
which had taken Handel just 24
days to compose. No musical work
has had such long, continuous and
enduring popularity as the “Mes
only at the door—a band of them siah”, nor has any other so ma
drove the workmen away rrom
their work on Main hall. Letters terially aided the cause of charity.
from “sweet ones” at home were1Much of the veneration with which
received just once a week—via it is regarded is, doubtless, owing |
Green Bay. Lumber (or butl.iings to the subject, but much also must
had to be hauled twenty miles over
land until Amos Lawrence, the be attributed to the splendid music.
Famous and well-loved among |
founder, struck the novel idoa of
building his own m ill a few years the choruses are the stirring
later.
“Glory to God” and “Lift Up Your j
Bernie Heselton's and Art Den Heads”, the intricately beautiful ]
ney's weren't the order o( the day “For Unto Us a Child is Born”, the
The (ellows either had to ride their solemn “Surely He Hath Born our
bikes or walk to the old fair Griefs”, and the magnificent “H al ;
grounds which stood at the opposite lelujah” and “Amen” choruses.
end of College avenue to participate Famous, too. are the tenor solos.
in the much frowned upon ath "Comfort Ye. My People” and
letics. In order that they might have J'Every Valley Shall be Exalted",
a near-by place to practice starts ‘the solos “Rejoice Greatly" and
during the track season, members “I Know That My Redeemer Livof the team purchased cinders and eth" for soprano, “He Shall Feed
with much hard labor constructed a His Flock" and “He Was Despised”
narrow path i.t front of their new for alto, and the solos for baritone
ly built girls’ dormitory—Ormsby “For Who May Abide the Day of
hall. To their sorrow, however the His Coming” and “Why Do »he
faculty ruled that it was immod Nations So Furiously Rage To
est for the boys to be seen so close gether."
to the girl's dormitory in such scant
clothing, so athletes were obliged
Debate Meet Tonight
1 1 wear their street clothes vhenThere will be a meeting of all
ever they used the track.
A gym was not included among of those who wish to participate
Lawrence edifices in those good in intercollegiate debate this venr
in Room 41. Main hall, tonight,
old days, so at the risk of '.'rack
ing their skulls, the tracksters prac at seven p. m.
Experience is not necessary. If
ticed jumps and going over one hur
you are interested but unable to
dle in the basement of Main hall.
The rope climb was one indoor ev attend the meeting, please see or
call Rex Mitchell, professor of
ent at that time, and was practiced
speech, before this evening.
in the gravity flue of Science nail!

Wolves Actually Came to
Lawrence Portals in Iff53
Main hall, the uncontested renter
of college life at Lawrence, both
through hoary tradition and »ested
usefulness, disappoints some casual
visitors who would rather see its
stately Georgian beauty replaced by
a modern steel and concrete struc
ture. But to old Lawrentians. Main
hall is the College, the symbol of the
high ambitions, and good taste .f its
founders. Though its interior ap
pointments now appear to us nutmoded and inconvenient, its 'lassie
exterior still excites favorable com
ment from critical people.
Though Lawrentians marvel tha'
N.ain hall still stands in spite of its
creaking stairways and old -.vails,
visitors acclaim it as an architectur
al gem. even judged by m* dern
standards.
That “grand-father of them all”
was erected in 1853 and originally
housed both the students and fa
culty, all class rooms, labora <tries,
dining halls, and the chapel! Nat
urally, the student body had to be
small, but during its first
it
was even smaller than it mould
have been. In fact, that year a'most
put the institution on the ‘rocks”
—merely because of a failure <n the
wheat crops! Forced to do some
thing about it the faculty tegan
selling scholarships at $50 apiece,
and this DID put ’em in the “ied"!
Life around the campus in those
days wasn’t constituted of trips
down river. All-College dances, and
Ormsby formals! Those “b »bies"
really roughed it. The wolf wasn't
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’Tis Thanksgiving,
So Stocker Plans
A Ttco Hour Frolic
Two frolics during the coming
week instead of just one. What
a break for somebody! The one
tomorrow night is another of
those suave affairs that have be
come a Lawrence traditio nlike that no smoking on campus
business.
Then just to please those unfortunate collegians who aren’t
going home for some of that tu r
key, the palsy-walsy and hero
of the social hounds. Bob Stocker, has arranged for a two hour
frolic
to be held
Fridav
night. November 25 from 7 to 9
p. m. at the Knight’s of Pythias
hall across from the conserva
tory.
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Muzumdar Speaks
At University of
Life Discussion
Students of In
dia's Debt to
America

Lawrence Students
Plan Chicago Fine
Arts Trip Nov, 26
On Friday, November 26, the de
partment of fine arts is sponsoring
a field trip to Chicago. The group
will leave sometime Friday morn
ing and will have their first meet
ing at the Art institute in the after
noon, where plans for the' day will
be made. Here they will divide in 
to three groups: one going to a con
cert, another to the Field museum,
and a third to the theatre. Friday
evening the entire group will a t
tend the opera to hear Kirsten
Flagstad in “Tristam”.
Saturday morning they will meet
again at the Art institute, where
they will spend a good part of the
day, and will wind up viewing the
Thorne Miniature Rooms at the
Chicago Historical society. They
will go that evening to see Dudley
Digges in “On Borrowed Time”.
By this time the party will prob
ably be quite tired out and ready
to follow their own interests on
Sunday. Mr. Mcgrew, Mr. Hulbert,
and Mr. Cloak are conducting the
trip.
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Students Play
In Convocation
H u t c h i n s , Flitchcroft,
Gerlach, Wienandt
Play on Program
Several students of the Conser
vatory of Music presented the con
vocation musical program on Tues
day morning, November 15. Far
ley Hutchins, pianist, opened the
program with the selection “The
Sunken Cathedral" by Debussy.
Dorothy Flitcroft, contralto, sang
the solos “Life” by Curran, “Now
Sleeps the Crimson Petal” by
Quilter, “Seguidilla” (Carmen) by
Bizet, and “Into the Light” by La
Forge. Cecil Neubecker was the
accompanist.
A cello and piano duet, “Ro
mance for Cello and Piano” by
Don Gerlach. was played by Elwin
Wienandt, cellist, and Don Gerlach,
pianist.
Debussy wrote T h e
Sunken
Cathedral after hearing an old
French legend. It concerned a
cathedral which is said to have
stood on the shores of the Mediter
ranean submerged during the M id
dle Ages. It is said that if one
stands on the shore at sundown,
he can hear the bells and the or
gan of the cathedral echoing from
the bottom of the sea.
Seguidilla by Bizet is a lively
dance song from the opcrn Carmen
which was first produced at the
Opera Comique in Paiis sixty
three years ago.
The Romance for piano and
’cello received its sixth performmance at this program. It was first
played on the Conservatory re
cital scries of 1935 when Cyrus
Daniel, professor of theory and
composition, played the piano and
Don Gerlach, the composer, played
the ’cello. It is not written in the
manner of most solos which have
a simple melody and accompani
m e n t/b ut gives parts of equal im
portance to both instruments.

Cologne Chamber
Music Trio Plays
At Unique Recital
The first of this year’s musical
recitals at the Lawrence Conser
vatory of Music was presented on
Thursday evening, November 10,
and featured the Cologne Cham 
ber Music trio of Germany. This
unique group, performing almost
entirely upon instruments of the
types, used during the lifetime of
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750),
was brought to the Conservatory
by the German-American club of
Appleton. They offered a program
of chamber music of the seven
teenth and eighteenth centuries.
The instruments, with the excep
tion of the modern transverse
flute, were those contemporary of
Bach, and included the viola da
gamba, an early type of string in
strument, the recorder, a fore
runner of the modern flute, and
the harpsichord, a Neupert made
in Nuremberg and an exact relica of the harpsichord used by
lach.
^
The members of the trio were
K arl Hermann Pillney, harpsichord.
Karl Schamberger, viola da gamba,
and Reinhold Fritzsche, transverse
flute and recorder.

Lawrentian
Editors
Name 19 New Students
To -Editorial Staffs
Nineteen new students have been
added to the Lawrentian editorial
staffs after successfully complet
ing a period of tryout meetings
during which they were required
to write a series of tryout stories.
A second tryout period w ill be
held at the beginning of the second
semester for those students who
still desire to work on the Law 
rentian. Students who have not
signified their desire to participate
are urged to see the editor or m an
aging editor.
Reporters recently added to the
staffs include Florence Chapman,
Helen Knight, Ethel Neumann,
Gordon Shurtleff. Lynn Simmons,
Betty Sparr, Phyllis Williams, Peg
gy Waldo, Lois Weingar, Jean Mar
ble, Dexter Wolfe, Walter Schulz,
Roberta Jackson, Betty Moore,
Joan Glasow, Jack Brand, Rose
mary Taylor,
Charlotte Kufalk,
and Jim Moody.
Several students who were staff
members last year are again work
ing on the paper. They are Grada
De More, Barbara Lester, Eliza
beth Strauschild, Eleanor Stadtmueller,
Ann McNamer. Marion
Krueger, Ruth Harvey, and Jane
G ilbert

At the weekly meeting of the
University of Life last Sunday Nat
Muzumdar, Hindu native of Bom
bay, Indin, spoke to an interested
audience, first at the worship ser
vice at the Episcopal church and
later at the meeting of the social
and economic problems croup.
In his first talk he spoke of the
indebtedness of India to America.
His great leader, Mahatma Gandhi,
he said, got several ideas from an
American pamphlet he read when
practicing law in South Africa.
Though most Christians received
no benefit from the booklet, Gand
hi was aided by it in three respects:
first, the principle of civil dis
obedience; second, the principia of
non-violence; third, the recogni
tion of Gandhi as the greatest liv
ing man on earth.
“Uves Life of Christ”
Mahatma, he went on to say, is
Forensic Board W ill
Kimberly to Address
a title which means “the Great
Send
Representatives
Camera Club Toni<;lit
Soul”. People throng to see him as
they would a holy shrine. He is
Knox
Kimberly, camera enthus
To Round Table Talks
simple and undefiled, and. accord Lawrentian» Collect Speci
iast of Neenah, Wisconsin, who
The Forensic board met on Tues studied
ing to Dr. Holmes, “He lives the
foi
many
mens on Recent Sum
day, November 15, to discuss the years, will lecture to the Camera
life of Jesus Christ.” He is an ad
forensic program for the year. club this evening at 7:15 in their
vocate of universal peace.
mer Expedition
Plans were made to send Law  meeting room in Main hall.
America has helped and is help
ing India through missionaries,
rence representatives to a series
On the table near the entrance
There will also be a discussion
of round table talks, in which girls of the suggestions made at the
schools, and hospitals, but never to the library there is always an
theless India needs the moral and exhibit varying in topic from the
from Rockford college, Northwest special meeting of the Camera club
spiritual support of America, Mr. League of Nations to Wisconsin
ern university, and the University last Thursday regarding the loca
Muzumdar stated.
of Wisconsin w ill also participate. tion of the club's darkroom, ac
ports. This week it is an exhibit
Npeaks to Social Group
The discussion group will probably cording to Mr. Sherman, assistant
of pictures taken and specimens
After the worship service the gathered on a geological expedi
be guests of Lawrence college in the art and drama departments,
smiling, dark skinned Indian was tion some law rentians took last
sometime in February.
and advisor of the Camera club.
besieged with questions in the soc summer.
The debating schedule for the
A ll members are asked to bring
ial and economic problems group.
year was decided upon and will get their cameras, for Mr. K'mberly
The group, headed by Lincoln A.
But first he told a short history of Thiesmeyer, assistant professor of
under way shortly.
will discuss cameras in his lecture.
his native country, how the Aryans geology, consisted of Ralph Seeger
Letters are being exchanged with
eame down from Europe into India '40, Bob Arndt ’40. Phil Verhage
Coe and Cornell in the hope that
FRENCH CLUB MEETS
in 2000 B. C. to the fertile plain and '41, Bill Vickery '41, and Albert
they will be interested in exchang
The entire French club met last
even climate. These Aryans settled Glockzin, son of A. A. Glockzin
ing convocation speakers. O ut evening at the little theater. A re
nnd mixed with the natives already of the Conservatory. From June 8
standing leaders w ill be selected ception was held for new members,
Geneva
Club
Holds
there, something that the British to August 4 they stayed at a geo
from the schools as representatives. and bridge was played. All bid
do not do to this day. India, Mr. logical summer
Marion Humleker was sent to re ding and cross-table conversation
camp conducted
Inform al Discussion
Muzumdar claimed, is the mother by the University of Louisiana
present Lawrence last year.
was carried on in French.
of many of the sciences and also near Colorado Spring. Colorado.
In Waterman’s Studio
a leader in the spirtual field. These
The students traveled to points
Geneva club held an informal
sciences were started in the for of geological interest in the sur
STARTS
ests of northern India. From early rounding regions and received discussion last Thursday evening
in Dean Waterman’s studio con
times the peoples of India were six credits for their course.
cerning student’s purpose in life,
divided into the Aryan and the
and how they expected to fulfill
non-Aryan people, or the “touchFOR 5 DAYS
this purpose in their college life.
ables’* and the “untouchables.” German Club Gives
The discussion was led by Audrea
Th«*se were the two main castes.
Play for Members Stenhenson.
Today, the priest, warrior, mer
Plans were also made for a spe
The German club will have its
chant, and servant classes have
become as castes. This is where next meeting some time before cial Thanksgiving vesper service
Gandhi is working his hardest, and Thanksgiving. At which time they which will be held in the chapel
Mr. Muzumdar predicts that in fif will present their play, “Die Ver- next Wednesday afternoon. The,
teen years there will be no un  schwandene M iniatur”, at the lit A Capclla choir will sing at this
tle theatre. All members are urged service, and there will be other
touchables.
The missionaries that were sent to come as there will also be an special features. Barbara Lester is
in charge of the arrangements.
to India in the past were crude election for the vice-presidency.
and not understanding. They pre
sented the Bible in one hand and
a gun in the other. This created an
unfavorable impression that is ex
tremely hard to counteract, but the
new American missionaries are
much better. In fact. Mr. Muzum
dar attended a missionary college
for one term and didn't know that 1
it was a Christian mission until he 1
had left there.
Defines God
God. according to the Hindu, is
the eternal energy from which ev
erything Ls manifested, and He j
1 to 5 passengers............25c
comes to earth in the form of a
human being. The Hindu also be
lieves in the transmigration of the
soul, and that the ultimate goal of
life is to reach Buddhahood or
God hood.
One of the little stories Mr. Muz
umdar told
was how he very
skeptically went to a Hindu sage.
The Hindu sage, without question
ing him. first told him that he was
skeptical. When he asked the sage |
if he would ever go to America,
Learn to Dance Easily,
the sage replied that on May 29.
1937, he would sail for the United
Thoroughly, Quickly!
States. It was on this day that he
did sail, and on the following day
he remembered the inciderrt.
SATURDAY and SUNDAY
Last Sunday Barbara Lester led
CHICKEN or TURKEY D IN N E R ........... 35c
the worship group. Clark Nixon
sang "A Prayer”, by Fox, and Dav- |
For NOON DAY LUNCHES — EVENING DINNERS
id Schaub played the organ.
Sandwiches .. Short Orders .. Fountain Refreshments
Next Sunday
evening Charles
Come to the . . . .
CLASSES EV ER Y EV EN IN G
Koerble w ill lead the worship ser
vice and the soloist will be Betty
Monday, through Friday
Schoonmakcr. M. C. Towner di
rector of admissions, will again
lead a discussion for the personal
ity adjustments group. His subject
will be “The Marks of an Educated
Mind.” In the social
economic
problems group the guest speaker
TEA ROOM
will be S. F. Darling, professor of
and
RESTAURANT
chemistry.

Tarr Announces
Geology Exhibit

S

Dhotography

SATURDAY

When going to a party,
dance or game
CALL 333
CHECKER CAB CO.

Don't Be A Wallflower!
10 LESSONS $2.50

nnft

More than 1,700 trees on the
Connecticut State College campus
were destroyed in the recent cast
coast hurricane.

BEVERLY BREI NIG

SCHOOL OF THE DANCE

108 S.

Morrison

Phone

2304

GOOD FOOD AT MODERATE PRICES
114 E. College Are.
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Boys and Girls
Do Their Dunking
4t L. W. A. Party

Boys Drop in for L.W.A. Sandiviehes

And a good time was had by all!
The Lawrence Women’s associ
ation tea held at Sage last Thurs
ARMUFFS, mittens, galoshes, and even long underwear are signs day was a big success. A good
that winter is really here. How can girls look glamorous with brifht many boys were there, too, and
red noses and ears? That was the question which faced the females some of them even had their pic
tures taken.
who were invited to attend the Brokaw formal. They wielded the powder
Entertainment for the guests was
puffs rather well on Saturday night, however, because red noses were
not much in evidence. Everyone had a marvelous time at the final fling provided by Farley Hutchins at
before plunging into the depths of textbooks and fraternity files, as the piano. The dainty sandwiches
"nine-week’s” loom up. The dark clouds of the forthcoming week didn’t and cookies, served by several
put a damper on any of last weekend’s activities—in fact it seemed to be charming hostesses, were most ap
petizing and provided an incen
a pretty gay old world.
tive for the more reluctant, non
Early Morning: Singers
tea-going males.
On Sunday, November 13. the
Arrangements for the tea were
pledges of Alpha Delta Pi gave a
Two Hour Matinee
made by Betty White, L. W. A.
breakfast, at which representatives
social chairmen.
Miss Stockwell
of each sorority on the campus
Dance Will'he Held
and Miss Jones poured.
were guests. Early morning sing
Thanksgiving Day
ing was provided by a sextet com
posed of Alpha Delta Pi pledges.
Madeleine
Simmons
acted
as
A matinee dance to be given on
chairman.
Thanksgiving afternoon was re
The actives of Alpha Delta Pi
are giving a supper in the rooms cently announced by Betty White,
chairman
of the L.W.A.
tonight Guests will include Mr. social
and Mrs. Trezise, Mr. and Mrs. Dancing will continue from 3:30
Kepler. Shirley Hemphill, Ruth to 5:30 in that super-swell ball
What is believed to be the old
Schne dor, Grace Burhap, and Jane
est bell in the United States calls
Jackson. Natalie Hay is in charge room, affectionately known as old students to class at McKcndree
Alexander gymnasium. Ed Jolly college at Lebanon, 111.
of the arrangements.
The pledges of Sigma Alpha will be in charge of the music for
The bell, hanging in the college’s
Iota entertained the actives at a this social event, which by the 80 year old chapel tower, was
musicale and tea Sunday afternoon
found in the ruins of a deserted In 
in the Dean’s studio at the con way is a stag affair, and Art dian mission church in New Mex
servatory. Half of the pledge group Kaemmer is in charge of publicity. ico by a band of Santa Fe traders
Two of the hungry gentlemen who invaded Sage last week to par
appeared as performers, giving an Mary Young, June Selvy, and Bar and brought to St. Louis sometime take of tasty morsels prepared for the occasion by members of L.W.A.
interesting and varied program bara Rounds are in charge of ar in the 1850s.
consisting of piano, violin, and rangements.
According to dates and name» Left to right are Rosemary Mull, Dave Aldrich, and the man with his
vocal numbers.
molded on the bell it was cast in hands in the food is Norm Faleide, pudgy little basketball star.
Spain in the eighth century and
Thrlas Entertain Tau K. D.’s
The Kappa Deltas were guests have been completed. The Madison
chapter
will
be
the
guests
of
the
of the Kappa Alpha Thetas on Sun
day. November 13. Betty Hotch Lawrence chapter on December 11.
kiss, Hariett Peterman, and Betty The return of the Appleton chap Mexico.
Ann Johnson provided the enter ter depends upon weather condi
tainment. Cokes and popcorn cli tions. The date of the return din
ner has not been set as yet.
maxed the afternoon's fun.
M. M. Bober, professor of eco
Marn.'iret Buswell was in charge
of the Z-'ta Tau Alpha ot>en house nomics. was the guest speaker at
held Saturday evening, November the first faculty chat given at the
Phi Tau house last Wednesday Apaches about 1580.
12.
M AZDA LAMPS
In the fall of 1858
On November 14. Mrs. Herbert night, November 9. Current, social,
Millikeii. province secretary, ar and economic problems, such as fair at Centraba. 1
p
. 15 to 100 Watts, Frosted.........
rived to spend a few days with the “30 dollars every Thursday”
plan
and
unions,
were
up
for
dis
the Delta Gammas. She was en
r
60 and 100 Watt, Daylight . . .
tertained at a tea on Tuesday aft cussion. During the course of the
evening
the
subject
of
cramming
ed
in
the
chapel
tower.
ernoon. The Misses Cop?. StockEXTENSION CORDS — oil lengths
well, and Wiegand were guests, as for tests and how to study came
well as representatives of the oth up for serious discussion. Pledges
and actives were present in abund
er sororities.
Thanks!
Mrs
James Adams,
national ance.
To all those «ho in anyway
Dell.
Si*
Ep
Party
counselor of Alpha Chi Omega, araided in the recent production
Another fraternity coalition will
. rived November 11 to spend the
of “Excursion”, I wish to ex
swing
into
action
on
Saturday,
week-end with the local chapter.
press my heartfelt thanks.
November
26.
starting
at
the
A
rm

On Sunday a tea in her honor was
Phone 206
233 E. College Ave.
F. Theodore Cloak
ory
it
7:30
(in
the
evening).
Roll
given at the rooms. Social chair
Director
er
skating
will
be
in
order
until
man B laine Buesing was in charge.
about 10:30. and then the mob will
Joint House Party
The Delts and Phi Delts com mob over to the Sig Ep house for
bined their talents in a joint house- refreshments, and dancing, if they
party on Saturday evening, Nov are able.
An old-fashioned Thanksgiving
ember 12. An open-house was held
in the parlors of the Phi Delta dinner is in the minds of the Sig
Size 42.
Theta house. Invitations were ex Eps »vho arc going to stay around
Good condition —
the
campus
while
others
are
wend
tended to girls at Sage. Ormsby,
very reasonable!
Peabody, and to the town girls ing their ways to their respective
32S Main Street
Neenah
asking them to drop in and to homes for turkey and stuffin’.
bring their dates along. Dancing
was the main feature of the eve
ning with bridge as a side attrac
tion. Cocoa and cakes were served.
The chaperones were Mr. and Mrs.
C. J. Waterman and Mr. and Mrs.
.F. W. Trezise.
Members of Alpha Delta Pi were
215 E. College Ave.
guests of Beta TTieta Pi last Sun
day afternoon. November 13. En
tertainment for the afternoon took
• the form of parlor games and sing
THE PROFESSOR: “You won’t earn a single cent (cash money),
ing. David Sims and Bob Wilson
folks, if you answer all these questions 100% right—but you will learn
topped off the afternoon with a
how to save plenty of pennies on the next trip you take.”
few numbers on the piano and
corroct! I I all Grey
"Do busea « « trav«l ■»«
Q "100%
hound routoa wora placed
saxophone,
respectively.
Punch
Um (xeu
end to end would they reach
and cookies were served.
( I ) from coaat to cnaot; ( ! )
T « + * y d .. Tkey croM IIm
to Singapora; (} ) twice
Betas are planning a house-party
« m m k u w fn the F l o r i d a
and
around tho world V
m ainland and K r y W e d Mt
for November* 26. Arrangements
Ih« « m a t i n g m
'T w ic e orownd the world.*
are being made by Bob Wilson,
“ Right I Now tall n t , wtw»
social chairman.

E

Ided to the
Chapman,
Neumann,
i Simmons,
lliams, Peg, Jean Mariter Schulz,
tty Moore,
•and. Rose
tte Kufalk,

Oldest Bell in U. S.
Rings for Students
At Lebanon, Illinois

i were staff
»gain workare Grada
ster, Elizainor Stadtler, Marion
, and Jane

Ir c s s

Tonight |
iera enthustin. who has
fen
many
the Camera
:15 In their
i hall.
a discussion
tiade at the
Camera club
IK the locarkroom. acan, assistant
departments,
mcra club,
ced to bring
r. K'mberly
i his Ircture.

Student Desk Lamps............. 85c and up

Bed Lamps, various styles . $1.25 and up

,

M EETS

tub met last
teater. A reiw members,
sd. All bidconversation
rich.

\Y
s
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LANGSTADT ELECTRIC COMPANY

FOR SALE:
Man’s Fir Coal

Kanouse’s

QUIZ
BEE * 1

ON I

TRA^

New
FORMALS

Exchange Dinners

The arrangements for the ex
change dinner of the two Wiscon
sin chapters of Phi Kappa Tau

Highway.“

DINNER
DRESSES

' A M i l d y right* Now do
jTOM know the bool tuno to
travol through tho Southwoe*
Indian Country?”

for the

HENRY R. MARX
ESTATE

Designed
just for you
by —

Make Our Office
Your Headquarters

Louise M ulligan
Perry Brown

IERS
nents

SL

EY E S IG H T Problem

OOM
AURANT

Wm. G. Keller

For
Prompt

Any

Laboratory

Service

Opt. D.
OPTOMETRIST
131 W. College Ave.
Tel. 2415

PROFESSOR
Give him tho gong I Any
body can afford a Sou t h e n
trip if they travel by Grey-

t

Q

lay Si
Appleton

35c

“ Anytime. Bight im o. in lyrim-wJ«r - tke c lim a t « '* won
der** t.m

H o l i d a y s

can afford a trip to Florida?**
’’O nly wifllimai fB . I f u f ll.“

Q.

" I MO fo u ’vo traveled. Perhapa you can toll um how to
travel at laaa than % tho
coat of driving a car.”

A.

"Thot'â a n « « a y o a i — by
Gre>H ««a4’*

ERBACH
Phone 2355

TRAVEL

“ Now one more quaation—
how can you double your
aightsoeing on a fall trip at
no eatra coat t "
A . “ You go by on« icm ic Grey.
hound rowM— thaw rrattn a *
entirely diferem* G reyhound

SERVICE

128 N. Oneida S ir'd

Appleton. Wisconsia

and

Jean Carol

G R EY /H O U N D

fH E

Poge Four

Last Week's
Elections Show
Trend to Right

L A W R E N T I AN

GRIN AND BEAR IT
By Llctaty

L

O

State governments have likewise shown
a decided trend toward Republicanism as
the G.O.P. gained eleven gubernatorial
positions, while the Democrats lost nine
and the Progressives and Farmer-Laborites each one. The most im portant state,
at least num erically, remained Democrat
by a sm all m argin of less than 70,000 out
of some 4,700,000 votes cast as R epu b li
can Dewey crowded Governor Lehm an to
the lim it.
These results clearly indicate that Mr.
Roosevelt w ill have to m odify his policies
greatly for the next two years if he is
to retain the popularity w hich was shown
for him in 1936. The decisive turn last
week makes it more evident that the
President misinterpreted the 1936 elec
tions. A lthough the electoral college gave
him the votes of every state but Maine
and Vermont, his popular vote was not
the overw helm ing un anim ity that it ap
peared to be. B ut Mr. Roosevelt, after
w hat m ust have been a most cursory
glance at the landslide vote, decided that
he had been given a m andate by the peo
ple and proceeded to carry it out in the
form of his attack on the supreme court.

Someone Must Heed
The Writing on the Wall
Far from being a k illin g blow to true
liberalism , this election has shown the
trend of political thought to both par
ties. Republicans in several states now
have a chance to prove that they can pro
duce a liberal governm ent which w ill
prove more efficient than the preceding
one. If they can accomplish this, they
w ili be in a most favorable position two
years from now; but if once again they
adopt the almost traditional Republican
ultra-conservatism, the G O.P. m ight just
as well hire someone to w rite a suitable
epitaph.
Roosevelt m ust now recognize
that the people do not w ant a compre
hensive reconstruction of American so
ciety, and that he m ust concentrate on
those of the Democratic objectives which
have proved themselves.
He can heed
the warnings given by the recent election
results and endear him slf to the A m e ri
can people, or he can listen to New Deal
die-hards and go the way of W oodrow
W ilson. The people w ill decide in 1940
w hich path he w ill have chosen.
Years ago Professor Einstein bitter
ly rem arked in an address at the
Sorbonne: “ If my theory of relativity
is proven true, then in G erm any I
shall be hailed as a G erm an, and in
France as a citizen of the world.
B ut if it is proven false, then in
France 1 shall be called a Germ an,
and in G erm any a Jew !"

Another Problem
Faces Lawrentians
A W R E N C E students have a very def
inite problem to solve, and in their
hands alone lies the solution. Countless

N the face of things, last week’s elec
tion seems to have left everyone as
happy as any election could. Republicans
are still congratulating themselves on
what they enthusiastically term a “defi
nite G.O.P. trend,” and even occasionally
us a “landslide.”
Democrats retaliate
w ith the fact that during an off-year elec
tion the party in power usually expects
a recession of public support and point
defensively to Democratic victories in
C alifornia, New York and Illinois. The
only ones who really have a tough time
concealing their chagrin are Wisconsin’s
Progressives and Benson’s Farmer-Laborites in Minnesota, both of whose hopes
for a new third party are now pretty
well shattered.
Beneath all the explanations and in 
terpretations floating around lies the in 
escapable fact that Republicans have
made surprising gains throughout the
country. They are certain of 81 more
seats in the house, giving them 170 of the
435 places.
W hile the Democratic m a 
jority of 69 to 23 in the senate is still
form idable, the
real change is much
greater. M any of the presidential rubberstamps who were swept in along w ith the
Roosevelt landslide six years ago have
been defeated. A lthough the Democrats
still hold an impressive numerical m a
jority in both houses, it is apparent that
there w ill be a m inority strong enough to
function effectively.

Republicans Show
Gains in States
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attempts have been m ade in past years,
but all have had little or no apparent re
sults.

It is a d ifficu lt problem , one w hich

has

defied

adm inistration

one

w hich

so far

officials

most students

and
have

avoided because it was easier to do so.
The few students w ho have undertaken
the responsibility of seeking its solution
have for the most part been ridiculed or
ignored.
It is a problem w hich is frequently
found in educational institutions through*
out the country, and exceptional are the
student bodies which have cooperated and
solved it in a very few of these places*
Many undergraduates do not reahze its
presence, w hile others tolerate it because
that is an easier course than trying to

correct it. It is probably best character
ized by a lack of consideration, though
in most cases unintentional. M any cam 
pus leaders, some w ith high averages, are
the worst offenders. Such a shortcom ing
is extremely easy to correct if an entire
group recognizes it as such and works
together tow ard a com mon end, but w ith 
out this cooperation no am ount of effort
w ill produce any results.
“All my life I’ve dreamed about this moment—when my name changes
The Lawrence library presents just
from Sctanitsenwurstlich to Smith!”
such a problem. M any have advocated
intensive discipline w ith librarians pacing
between the tables like first-grade teach
ers, but such extreme measures should
not be necessary here. I t should not be
d ifficu lt for students to remember that
not only is their presence a tacit adm is
Y agreement w ith Jo h n Riesen and
F you freshmen w ill believe some of
sion of the necessity for study, but also
his die-hard adsmen, the Doghouse
us oldtimers, Lawrence lost m uch of
that countless others are also endeavor
w ill from tim e to tim e resort to jo u rn a l
its color when the days of “Spooking1’
ing to prepare for classes. It m ig ht be
died out. To the innocent, we m ig ht say istic prostitution and include a digest of that a student com m ittee could help bring
things to see and places to go. This wreek
that “spooking" was the one adventur
about this spirit of cooperation.
This
there are a num ber of restaurants offer
group w ould not be one to wield a big
ous way of getting knowledge.
It re
ing unusual advantages for week-enders.
stick or to act as spies or agents for the
quired skill and opportunism , for a whole
• • •
adm inistration. Its most valuable func
semester’s w ork was completed early in
Sniders’ restaurant employees are
tion w ould be that of coordinating student
the m orning of the exam. A “spook”
taking the orders, as usual, of the
spirit w ith that of the library, of inter
booth customers from
behind the
merely eased him self into M ain hall after
preting the library's aims and the stu
gleam ing fountain, and are in a d d i
dents’ viewpoints. B u t even though ev
m idnight and found the exam he had to
tion offering supper music from the
ery attem pt is being made to form ulate
pass that m orning, hidden away in a pro
bowels of the super-eleetric-supersuch a committee, its endeavors w ill b? in
fessor’s office. No one has ever discov
phonograph-gramophone. The choice
vain w ithout student cooperation.
ered how m ortal m an sifted through
of rolls and doughnuts is as usual
bolted doors w ith the aid of a mere case
excellent, the range of dehydration
Republicans, he says, and we don’t get
knife and flashlight.
being unexcelled anywhere.
wise to the Progressives until after four
•
• •
« t i

l H 4 ln T h e

I

DOGHOUSE
B

There was a king spooker who felt the
pressure on him during fin al exams. It
seems a science hall prof had developed
an autom atic lig ht switch to give the im 
pression that a prof was switching lights
on and off in the hall as he roamed
through, but our hero was not misled by
any such device.
He watched as the
lights turned on— then off. He waited
thoughtfully on the river bank. Then,
suspecting a ruse, he scrambled up the
fire escape, across the roof, and through
a window. He sought out the m echani
cal foil, and, disgusted, and disdainful of
the feeble attem pt to trick him , he
smashed it to bits and got his exam.
• # *
Then there was the am ateur spook
who made the mistake of turning on
the light as he entered a prof's of
fice. To his surprise, he found ev
ery frat on the campus represented,
w ith some of the brawny Greeks
squared off just in case the new 
comer should be the venerable prof.
• ♦ •
One of the greatest of all time spookers came close to disaster when he varied
the art. Unable to get the test the night
before, he rewrote the test at home and
went back early the next m orning to re
place his legal attem pt w ith something
much more complete.
W hile thum bing
through the pile of tests, he heard foot
steps and wheeled around to see the prof
coming through the door. T hat was
about 2:30 a. m., and our ever-courageous
spook carried the day. As the prof sur
veyed the shattered door jam , the spook
called out in a casual voice, “Just dropped
in to use your typewriter. Hope you don't
m ind.”

The La V illa encourages its patrons to
come in and put their feet on the fu r n i
ture whether they are really buying an y
thing or not, pointing out that their busi
ness functions are purely incidental w ith
them.
• • *
G oing up the Avenue, there is offered
the choice of the Diana, the Conway H o
tel, the Appleton hotel, and the chain
stores, all of w hich are dear to the hearts
of Law rentian ad-sellers.
A m ong
the
night (nite ) spots the choice is even more
diverse. The Twentieth Century, though
infested w ith Sig Eps d rin k in g cokes, is
the regular meeting place of the P u Pu
M u club and has other select clientele.
The Norm andie and the W onder Bar offer
generous parking privileges to its patrons
un til 5 o'clock in the evening. There is
a large staff of employees w aiting to serve
you and to add to the feeling of crowded
eomaraderie.
l i t
Suburban
Appleton
offers
you
Slim 's Meadows, featuring the beauti
fu l tones of the G ary sisters, and
R ud Fischer's, noted for its skilled
fountain hops who slide Scotch sodas
the full length of the bar. For that
m id night picnic at H ig h C liff, don’t
fail to stop at Lake P ark Restaurant,
w hich has a wide assortment of good
ies for all occasions.
• • •
n p H E R E was a huge sigh of relief
X
among
the
trad itio nal
bulw arks
against the Red peril w hen B u lw a rk H eil
ousted Peril LaFollette, P olitical boss-inem bryo A1 Ing raham has it a ll figured
out, though. It only takes two years for
the people of Wisconsin to get on to the

years. Anyway, now comes better times,
ain't it? What we need is a man who
is hard headed and practical and hasn’t
been wasting his time learning new fangled ideas out of books.
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Vike Basketball Squad Begins Practice
Three Returning
Lettermen Form
Nucleus of Squad
Opening Game Is Decem
ber 8 With Mission
C o l l e g e
■With the din of the football sea
son and the excitement of a grid
championship out of the way. V ik
ing sports interest turns indoors to
basketball. Under the leadership
of Coach Denney, Vike coach for
over a period of 14 years, Lawrence
has enjoyed successes in the state
as well as Midwest conference.
Regular daily practices started
last week with drills on funda
mentals. Foot work, shooting, and
passing were stressed, and work
along this line will continue on
through this week. Coach Denney
is anticipating a rather slow ad
vancement up to and through this
week, due to 9 week exams. How
ever, commencing Monday drills
to improve offense and defense
w ill be started, and the squad
should begin to acquire team form
soon after. It is expected that by
the middle of next week, the team
work will be pretty well in hand,
and actual team work-out will be
undertaken.
Several Veteran* Return
Men back from last year’s squad
are Harry Jackson. Wally Cape,
and Ed Bayley at forward: guards
are Chuck Scheuss. Norm Faleide.
and Bob Smith.
Ken Buesing. Leroy Lubenow.
and Art Kaemmer, all guards, will
probably report next week.
To round out the squad Denney
w ill probably depend on George
••Buckets’* Bennets, a former Vike
eager whose ability was used on
the 1936 first division Midwest
squad. Art Schade, John Hastings,
Joe Morton, and Vince Jones are
all competing for the center post.
Two promising forwards are Craige
Hirst and Karl Kolb. Bill Masterspn may play this season if the
knee injury which he received a
year ago has sufficiently healed.
Vike« Play Mission College
Two pames have been scheduled
before the Christmas holidays.
Mission college will be the opener,
followed by De Pauw university.
This will probably be the best
squad to oppose the Vikes this sea
son. De Pauw is a member of the
Indiana intercollegiate conference
which is rated higher in basket
ball strength than the Midwest
conference of which Lawrence is
a member.
Of the 13 tilts thus far scheduled.
* 8 are at home, and 5 will be played
on opponents’ courts.
The schedule follows:
Dec. 8 Mission College here
Dec. 16 De Pauw University here
Jan. 4 Carroll College here
Jan 7 Coe College here
Jan. 14 Carleton College here
Jan. 17 Beloit College at Beloit
Jan. 20 Monmouth College at
Monmouth
Jan. 21 Knox College at Galesberg
Feb. 10 Cornell College here
Feb. 14 Carroll College at Wau0
kesha
Feb 18 Beloit College here
Feb. 23 Ripon College at Ripon
Mar. 3 Ripon College here

Varsity ami Class
Hockey Squads are
Announced by Girls
A varsity hockey team was an
nounced by W. A. A. after a recent
meeting. It includes Jean Doerr.
Adine Claire. Katherine Kendrick.
Dorothy
Martin.
Mary
Young.
Mary and Betty White. Barbara
Rounds, Elaine Buesing. Pat Eng
lish. and Betty Harker.
Also announced were teams re
presenting the various classes.
They are as follows:
freshman;
Rosenthal. Meyer. Locke, Sawtell,
Glasow. McDaniel, Bennison, M ill
er. Brown. Taylor, Kalitch, King,
and Jackson.
Sophomore; Cooley, B u s w e 11,
Buesing,
Bettinghaus,
Glennon,
English.
Carpenter.
Humleker,
Richardson, and Lester.
Junior; Kendrick, Young. Rag
land, Worsley, M. and B. White,
Porter, Martin, Strong. Pedley,
Rounds, Blakeman. J. and M. Koffend. Senior; Morrison. Doerr, Les
ter, Claire, and Savidis.

Frits Crisler to
Speak at Banquet
Fritz Crisler, new coach of the
University of Michigan football
squad who hung up an impressive
record while at Princeton univer
sity, will be the speaker at a foot
ball banquet for members of the
Lawrence college team November
29 at the Masonic temple. The ban
quet is being sponsored jointly by
the Appleton Chamber of Com
merce and the Lawrence Men’s
club.
This banquet is open to all in
the city who wish to attend. The
Chamber of commerce is especial
ly interested in having a large at
tendance from our student body.
Tickets are on sale at one dollar.
Joseph Koffend. Sr.. is general
chairman of the affair and assist
ing him will be John Reeve. W il
liam Lawlor, Dr. W illiam G. Ki l
ler, Carl W. Holstrom. George R.
Wettengel, Edwin Manning, M. G.
Gorrow and H. D. Purdy.

It Miuht Re
Last week 25 right, 6 wrong. 4
ties, for a new low average of .807.
Those teams in the “Ivy League”
out there have been a jinx all sea
son. You’re just as lucky picking
upsets this year, so we're trying
a good one this week, picking
Northwestern over Notre Dame.
W ith our fingers crossed we take
these:
Middle West
Northwestern 13, Notre Dame 7
Wisconsin 14. Minnesota 6
Ohio State 14. Michigan 12
Purdue 19, Indiana 0
Illinois 21. Chicago 0
Nebraska 13. Iowa 3
Oklahoma 21, Iowa State 7
Kansas State 19. Washburn 6
Missouri 32. St. Louis 0
Michigan State 20. Temple 1C
Detroit 7, Tulsa 0
Marquette 20. Arizona 7
Monmouth 7. Knox 0
Southwest
Texas Christian 28. Rice 13
Southern Methodist 21. Baylor 19
Texas Tech 20. New Mexico 0
East
Georgetown 32. Maryland 0
Boston College 14. St. Anselm 0
Villanova 20, Boston U. 6
Harvard 14, Yale 10
Syracuse 19. Columbia 13
Pittsburgh 28. Penn State 0
Army 7. Princeton 6
Fordham 13, South Carolina 0
South
Duke 27. North Carolina State 0
Auburn 28, Georgia 6
Georgia Tech 13. Florida 0
Tulane 33. Sewance 0
Arkansas 7, Mississippi 0
West
California 20, Stanford 0
Utah 19, Wyoming 6

©

J . B . S. CO.

STETSON
SPECIAL

'And How”!

Priced to fit your pocket
. . . styled to fit your
features . . . the finest
bat in the land today. See
i t . . . that’s all we ask.

$5
BEHNKES
129 E. College Ave.

Delts and Betas
Show Supremacy
In Volley Ball

Swimming Pool Is
Open on Saturdays

The Alexander gymnasium swim
ming pool w ill be open to the
faculty and students of the col
lege and Institute on Saturdays
from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m. This swim
Swamp
Opponents
in ming period will start Saturday,
November 19 and will continue
First
Games
of
cach Saturday until the end of the
Greek Race
semester. Those making use of the
pool during this period are request
GREEK V OLLEYBALL
ed 4o bring their own swimming
STANDINGS
W L Per. suits. In addition, it will be neces
W L Per. sary for the girls to bring their
Phi Delts
1
1.000 own towels.
Betas
1
1.000
Delts
1 0 1 000
.000 Bob Wilson were the big guns for
Delta Sigs
0
Phi Taus
0
.000 the Betas in their win over ihe
Sig Eps
0
.000 hapless Phi Taus, for whom V«rhage and Spangle looked best.
Th e
interfraternity
placques
RESULTS OF LAST WEEK S
have arrived and are on display
GAMES
Phi Delts beat Sig Eps 15-10; this week at Hank Johnston's book
store.
15-4
Betas beat Phi Taus 15-7; 15-2
INTERFRATERNITY
V OLLEY
Delts beat Delta Sigs 15-0; 15-1
BALL SCHEDULE
Friday. November 18
The Delts and the Betas clearPhi Kappa Tau vs. Delta Sigma
i ly demonstrated their supremacy in
Tau
winning decisively their first vol- . Phi Delta Theta vs. Delta Tau
leyball games this year. They loom Delta
Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Beta Theta
as the strongest contenders for the
title and the new placque, with the Pi
Phi Delts appearing as dark horses.
The Phis beat the Sig Eps by a
clear margin, but they will meet
stiffer competition this week when
they tackle the Delts.
Games this week will be played
on Friday afternoon, so that every
one will be able to listen to the
Wisconsin-Minnesota championship
football game Saturday afternoon.
Besides the Dclt-Phi Delt contest,
the Betas will take on the Sig Eps.
while the Delta Sigs will battle
the Phi Taus.
Johnny Backman and Bill Cal
houn looked like the mainstays of
the Phi Delts. John Hastings for
the Sig Eps. Zwicker fought well
for the Delta Sigs, but the Delts.
led by Jack Nystrom. Bob Laird,
and W ill Beck were too strong,
Pete Humleker, Dan Murphy, and

Dillon Issues a
Call for Tankmen
Squad Hampered by Loss
Of Westberg and
Holmes

The Vike tankmen have started
practice, and Coach Dillion is is
suing his call for swimmers. The
Vikes placed second to Carleton
in last year's Midwest meet and
will be out this year to knock the
Carls off the throne.
With the graduation of Ken
Westberg and the failure of Morg
Holmes to return to school. Lawrcnce lost two of its stars. West
j berg was the conference diving
champ, and Holmes held the re
cord in the fifty yard free style.
Few Lettermen Back
The only lettermen returning
will be Spencer. Pengelly, Gettelman. and Van Nostrand. These will
be reinforced by some promising
sophomores. The best of the sopho
more- crop are Jack Brand. Ed
Hahn. Ray Chadwick. Jim Orwig.
Jack Wachter, Bob Anderson, and
Hench, Fiske, and Cox.
Pete Humleker. who was unable
to compete until the end of last
Saturday. November 26
year becuse of injuries suffered in
Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Delta Tau
his freshman year, has the makings
Delta
of a diver who will keep the M id
Phi Kappa Tau vs. Phi Delta
west diving crown at Lawrence.
Theta
Humleker finished fourth in the
Beta Theta Pi vs. Delta Si^ma Midwest last year after having had
Tau
only two weeks of practice.
John Hemphill, a junior, and
Saturday, December 3
Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Phi Kappa Peddle, a transfer from Morton
Junior college, also look like real
Tau
Phi Delta Theta vs. Delta Siema varsity material.
First Meet December 17
Tau
The first meet is scheduled to
Beta Theta Pi vs. Delta Tau Del
take place on December 17, when
ta
Gustavus-Adolphus comes to town.
Gustavus-Adolphus annually pro
Saturday. December 10
Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Delta Sig duces one of the top-notch swim
ming teams in the country.
: ma Tau
Other meets scheduled will in
Phi Delta Theta vs. Beta Theta
clude Beloit. U. of Wisconsin ex
Pi
i Phi Kappa Tau vs. Delta Tau tension. Milwaukee Teachers, and
Green Bay Y.M.C.A.
Delta
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Frosh are Promising Group of Gridders

Title at Stake
When Minnesota
Battles Badgers
Possibility of Four learns
knotting for Hi«;
Ten Honors
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Football traffic along the west
ern championship route, a parade
of confusion most of the way, will
get the final “go” this week.
Any title congestion at the
v ill hinge on the conduct of
front runners—Minnesota uru! /, isconsin.
Each has won three game«: and
lost one and a decision Saturday
when they confront each other a!
Madison will give the winner an
undisputed conference title. Howev
er, a tie game might result in sev
eral claimants to the championship
A Minnesota-Wisconsin tie and an
Ohio State victory over Michigan
would give the Buckeyes sole fossession of first place. They have
three wins, one defeat and a tie
ff Minnesota and Wisconsin play a
tie game and Ohio State loses, thee
the Gophers, Badgers, MiMiigan and
Purdue i if the Boilermakers de
feat Indiana) all would be dead
locked for the top.
Third Seorelesj, Tie
The Hig Ten’s third scorele.- tie,
between Northwestern and Mchigan last week, was a terrific iolt
to Wolverine hopes of a title ir.
their first year under Fritz Cr.Mer
Ih e Wildcats this week turn to a
task at which seven other learns,
including Minnesota, have failed —
defeating Notre Dame. The G o
phers bo’ved to the Irish last week
19 to 0.
Ohio State rolled over Illinois 3?
to 14 to keep its championship
chances intact. In the other confer
ence game, Indiana crashed through
with a last quarter 7 to 3 triumph
over Iowa, its first victory of the
season. Wisconsin won an in*ei sec
tional battle over U.C.L A. 11-7.
but may have lost the servi"?? of
halfback Roy Beilin for the M in
nesota battle because of injuric«
Illinois and Chicago close the- ieasot; on the Midway where tlv* Ma
roons suffered a 3 to 0 lacimi last
wiek at the hands of their former
coach, Amos Alonzo Stagg. and his
College of the Pacific eleven. le w*
will meet Nebraska at Iowa Ci'y.

finish
Ihe

Knox, Monmouth
Clash Saturday

Here’s the Lawrence college freshman football squad, or at least most of It, from which Coach Bernle Heselton will draw bis talent for next
fall's varsity eleven. The yearlings defeated St. Norbert college freshmen and Neenah High school by the same score. 6 to 0. The squad is al
lowed only two games a season under Midwest conference rules. The picture shows, standing, left to right, Romano, Perry, Atkinson, Dcpp.*y,
I.ingle, Borenz, KirchofY, Wolf, Weiss and Coach Ade Dillon; second row, left to right, Nencki, Boysen, Staffeld, Colvin, Diver. Roddy, Hayden.
Kohl and Oliver; seated, left to right. Sweet, manager, Macintosh. Dykes. Schuman. Pruett, Dolgner, Bradford. Florin, Hammer and Powell.
Several yearlings and several students who were transfers to Lawrence from other schools were not present when the picture was taken.
Seskowski the second.

Harry Ley-

Badger Football senaar kicked both extra points.
Marquette had made only one other
all season.
Teams Near Close touchdown
An embryo upset changed com
however, when the Spar
Of 1938 Schedules plexion,
tans' Johnny Pingel in the same pe

riod threw to Haney the first of
three touchdown passes.
In the
fourth period Pingel flipped one to
Kinek which brought a 14-14 tie, as
Bruckner placekicked both points.
In the last minute of play, with
Marquette out-manned and ex
hausted. Pingel passed 13 yards into
the end zone where Diehl juggled
the ball and then held it for the
deciding touchdown. In all, Pingel
threw 15 effective passes for 219
yards gain.
Two More Games
Marquette has two more games,
against Arizona at Tucson next Sat
urday night, and Texas Tech at Lub
bock, Tex.. November 26. The team
departs Wednesday evening, and
may leave Coldagclii behind. The
Eveleth (Minn) Italian received a
painful knee injury Saturday.
La Crosse State Teachers ended
their season by losing at home to
Macalester of St. Paul, 14 to 0. An
85-yard drive after the
opening
kickoff gave the Minnesotans their
first touchdown, by fullback Bob
Gardner.
Carroll won its homecoming from
Ripon, 25 to 6. Jerry Muenzcr, Car
roll back, intercepted a Ripon pass
behind his own goal and sprinted
101 yards for a touchdown. The
run followed Ripon’s lone marker,
by Horky on a pass. Larry Knoobel
scored two other Carroll touch
downs. and Demming one.

Marquette Loses to Mich
igan State; Carroll
Downs Ripon
The handwriting on the wall
was sharp and clear for most of
W isconsin's collegiate f o o t b a l l
teams Monday as a season notable
for consistently favorable weather
neared its close.
Remainders are Wisconsin's game
with Minnesota at Madison next Sat
urday, which will have much to do
with deciding the Big Ten cham
pion or co-champions, and Marquet
te's two-game jaunt into the south
west.
Wisconsin more than upheld the
Big Ten’s prestige Saturday by de
feating tho University of California
of Los Angeles on the west coast,
14 to 7, while Marquette flashed its
best ofTensive of the season only to
lose to Michigan State in the H ill
top homecoming, 20 to 14.
Marquette Shows Power
Marquette made two lightning
thrusts in the second quarter, both
beginning on Michigan State's 18.
The first was made possible by
Reggie Coldagclli's 14-yard run to
put the ball inside the 20, and the
second began when the Spartans
lost possession on a fumble. Johnny
Maltseh scored the first time, Steve

Vi inner W ill Tie Coe for
Second Place in Mid
west Circuit
W ith but one game yet to be
played, Knox at Monmouth
on
Friday, the chance remains for
either to tie Coe for second place
in the Midwest conference football
standings.
Although the contest
is to be played on the Scot’s home
field, it should be considered a
toss-up mainly because of the way
Knox dis|K»sed of Coe the week
previous.
Lawrence took a clear deed to
the title the week before when it
defeated Beloit to finish undefeat
ed. Beloit is certain of fourth and
should this Friday’s game end in a
tie it would move up to share third
with Monmouth and the Siwash.
With their schedules completed.
Ripon. Cornell and Carleton have
finished in sixth,
seventh,
and
eighth spots, respectively.
Carleton won its first conference
game when it beat Cornell
at
Northfield in the season's finale by
a score of 6 to 0. In non-confer
ence affairs Coe defeated Grinnell,
Carroll dumped Ripon. and Augustana beat Monmouth.
Besides
the final league game this week
to be played between Knox and
Monmouth on Friday, Cornell tra
vels to Ruston, Louisiana, to meet
Louisiana Tech on Saturday.
Conference standings:
W. L. T. Pet. Pts. O.P.
5 0 0 1.000 70 37
Lawrence
3 2 0 .600 73 51
Coe
2 2 1 .500 51 39
Beloit
2 2 0 .500 20 20
Knox
2 2 0 .500 62 50
MonryouUt
2 3 0 .400 46 56
Ripon
1 3 1 .300 31 51
Cornell
1 4 0 .200 33 84
Carleton
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Coach Ade Dillon called the first
frosh basketball practice last Tues
day night. The first two weeks ot
practice w ill be devoted to funda
mentals of foot work, passing,
shooting, and dribbling. To date, 27
have indicated a desire to play
freshman basketball, but there is
room for several more to round out
the squad.

"We take pleasure in announcing the Mary Dunhil
Perfumes and Cosmetics in our store:

Ari Major:

F L U ID IT Y EN A BLES M E

W ITH U T T E R A BA N D O N

Bernie Heselton was the prin
cipal speaker for the Peninsular
basketball conference banquet held
at the Fish Creek hotel, November
16. The conference is composed of
three high schools in Door county,
Sevastopol, Gibralter and Brussels;
and two schools in Kewaunee
county, Luxemburg and Casco.

S :

FLORA VAN DAMI,

O llV E R PO N P IT , P h iS m h i

Heselton Speaks to
Dillou Calls Cage
Peninsula Cagers
Practice for Frosh

TH E Y A N K S ! .

Upon presentation of the special card at our cosmetic
section, and the purchase of any of Mary Dunhill's
products in the value of $2.00, a $1.00 3-oz. bottle
of Mary Dunhill Gardenia Cologne will be given with
out charge. During this promotion the $5.00 Mary
Dunhill's Handbag of Facials is also offered at the
special price of $3.50."
This Offer Only Until November 26th

SANFORD'S

irnoua! Try Penit. You’ll like itl
3 ot.bottle. ISc; 4 ox. bottle
with chamois penwiper, 25c.
A t your college supply (tore.

HILDA A. WUNDERLICH
ONEIDA ST.

I h r I ' r i i -'# f s l r t l I n i . ï n r A l l t t u i n l i i i n f r i t s

Appleton, Wisconsin
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New Assistant Professor of
Sociology at Lawrence Tells
Of Extensive Travels Abroad

Remodeling Planned
At Beloit College

George Douglas, new assistant
professor of sociology, paused for
a few moments the other day in the
course of unpacking books, study*
ing for his Ph. D e.xamination and
getting himself acclimated to A p
pleton and talked about his travels.
They began in the fall and win*
ter oi 1928-29, when Mr. Douglas
was a student in the famed float
ing university conducted by E. A.
Ross, professor of sociology at the
University of Wisconsin. The group
went from New York through the
Panama canal to Hawaii, to the
Orient. Siam, Egypt, Greece, virtu
ally all of Europe and back to New
York, studying the sociological
problems of the countries visited
and taking notes on Prof. Ross’ ob
servations.
The next year Dougla.« took his
master’s degree at the University
of Wisconsin.
But his travels were far from
over. Even on his honeymoon he
and his wife, who is a physicist,
toured Russia, covering 8.000 miles,
with the social science commission
er of Russia. Mr. Douglas and his
bride spent the time studying the
life of the worker.

Talked With Seharht

Later, in 1934, they traveled for
four months in Europe, studying
social and economic condition?.
During
that
time Mr. Douglas
talked
with
Hjalmer
Schacht,
economic dictator of Germany.
It is impossible to compare
American conditions with those In
Germany, Mr. Douglas said, for
Germany seems able to finance it
self on a huge scale on nothing.
Probably the most interesting
part of the 1934 trip. Mr. Douclas
said, was their visit to Les Eyzies,
the little French town in which
some extremely rich finds of cromagnon artifacts have been dis
covered. He brought with him
when he came to I^awrence college
some stone chips and a tooth, prob
ably of a deer, found at Les F.vzies.
They are probaby from 25.000 to
30,000 years old. he said.

Trip From Maryland

Most recent of Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas’ travels was the trip from
Frederick. Md.. where they were
making their home, to Appleton.
Back of their automobile was not
only a trailer but also another car,
of the undersize variety, which
they were forced to abandon in
the mountains until they can get it
later.
If Mr. Douglas asked as many
questions in the course of his trav
els as he asked this reporter, he
must have accumulated a world of
knowledge in his wanderings.
Asked about the sociological
problems of the countries he visit*
ed, he said the situation changed
*o rapidly, especially in dictatorial
countries where conditions might
change almost over night by decree
of a dictator, that anything he
might say about conditions as he
found them abroad four years ago
would be out of date.
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Professors Attend
Economics Meeting

L. W. Towle, M. M. Bober, and
M. C. McConagha attended the sec
ond state-wide meeting of eco
HEN lovely Maxine Gray nomists which was held last Fri
was injured in a Chicago day and Saturday in Madison. On
train wreck involving Hai Friday afternoon and Saturday
papers were read and dis
Kemp’s crew last Fcbrua;y, morning
her
place in the Kemp band was tak cussed. Mr. Bober presided at one
of these meetings. A banquet was
World Traveler
en by University of West Virginia’^ given on Friday evening at which
Judy Starr . . .
Just recently, the economists heard an address
v hile Kemp was appearing at C hi on Security Regulation in Wiscon
cago's Drake hotel, Judy was rush sin. It is hoped that these meetings,
ed to the hospital for an emerge icy which were begun last year by a
abdominal operation. . . Ha«‘en- university group at Madison, will
ing from the west coast to pmch- be annual affairs.
hit for Judy came Maxine Gray, to
BAKER DISCUSSES EUROPE
repay her debt of song! . . . Max
Europe and its politics was dis
ine's swelegant gesture Is to be
doubly appreciated when jne rea cussed by Louis C. Baker, profes
lizes that she hadn’t fully recov sor of French, at the noon meet
ered from her own back injures. . ing of the Neenah Kiwanis club
Medical Aptitude Test
. . Out of the hospital now, Judy yesterday.
W ill be Given Dee. 2 will tour theaters in Chicago. Kan closed $1.65 in stamps is youi .stare
The Association of American sas City, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, of the profit!”
Medical Colleges’ aptitude test will Indianapolis, Pittsburgh, Phiicdelbe given in room 22, Science hall phia, Washington and Boston with Small Talk in
on Friday, December 2. Students ; the Kempites, while Maxine re- A Hig Town
should make application immed- : ti rns to the coast to finisji con
Since Sally Clark de-phew*.d as
iately to W. E. Rogers, professor valescing . . . Kemp, incidentally, a singer (with our profound :polof biology. The test has been adopt- j br >ke all existing records, joint ogJes to all singers, on accounts
ed by the association as one of the ly held by Paul Whiteman and Sally is anything but a Connie Hosnormal requirements for admis- 1Fred Waring, at the Drake’s (Sold well), other Eastern debs with
sion to a medical college. This Is Coast room Saturday night. October nothing more than time on »heir
the only time the test will be giv 29.
hands have been bitten by the
en this year. A fee of one dollar is An Oldie on K ipling
torch-singing bug . . . Amb'tious
required of each student taking the
GEORGE DOUGLAS
One of the more humorous, if old socialites include Adelaide Moffett.
11 j .
Kipling anecdotes was re-related to Barbara Bannister, Esmo O 'B Jen
u* the other evening by a Iriend and Martha Stephenson . .
RETURN ARIEL PROOFS
All Ariel proofs must be return* who, like Milton Berle, dotes cn old Commander Clifford J. MacGregor,
ed to the Harwood studio. Zuelke and infirm gags. It concerns the head of the Arctic expedition rear
building, immediately. If proofs smarty-pants who wrote the lat** ing his name and just back from 15
are not returned this week, selec Rudyard Kipling and enclosed a months in the polar regions will
“I understand,” his make a lecture tour of the nation will have to be made without dollar . . . .
missive went, "that your wilting t ’on's colleges . , . MacGregor has
student’s preferences.
se'.ls for a dollar a word, ind I in his possession the only na’ ural
wonder if you would be kind color films ever taken of the po
UR first record this week is
one of Tommy Dorsey’s latest corded with Red Norvo’s band, but enough to write something for me?” lar region . . . Tommy Doirey's
releases, “The Sweetheart of under her own name. Mr. and Mrs. . . . . Tickled by the wise-;v re's record-smashing four weeks at the
get together and do a fine audacity, Kipling pocketed the If, Y. Fai amount is the talk *.f the
Sigma Chi” (Victor). This has Swing
ap
peal not only because of its popu job on the number. We feel that buck, scribbled ’TTianks’’ on a sl.cct town . . . Skinnay Ennis heads
without a doubt she is the finest of paper, signed it. and sent it to back for the Victor Hugo Novem
larity as a fraternity song, but also
feminine vocalist. Her tonal inflec the smarty . . . Several weeks la ber 26. . . . . Jan Garber replreed
because of the fine orchestral treat tion and Red’s smooth arrange t*-, the author received the fol Bob Crosby at the Blackhawk No
ment it receives. As in the best ments make this an A-l recording. lowing letter from his admirer* “I vember 10, the Bobcats slated to
Since variety seems to be the sold your Thanks’ for $5. The en- return early in 1939.
Dorsey style the first chorus is a
muted trombone solo with the reed thing these days, we are going to
section playing an interesting rhy include Bob Crosby's latest release
thmic background. The Esquires —the “Wolverine Blues” (Deeca).
do the «vocal chorus up brown. We 1This is possibly Crosby’s best re
don’t get to hear them sing nearly lease. It is scored in typical Dixieenough on records, and this one : land style, but not to the extent
really shows what they can do. The that it is offensive. The second
Start FRIDAY!
2 SMASH HITS!
band gives the last chorus full , chorus contains one bf the finest
swing treatment, and in the last arrangements ever to be put on
few measures the force of the Dor ! wax. It is a unison clarinet chorus
sey six man brass team can really j that will put you right out and is
be felt. We heartily recommend ■truly beputiful. The remainder of
this record because, in addition to the record is taken up with a fine
"The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi”, subtone clarinet chorus by Edds
the other side, "Copenhagen”, of Miller (Crosby's star tenor sax
fers a very fine example of Dor man) and an excellent example of
Ray Barduc’s drumming.
sey’s swing trombone style.
IN
Other records which we heart
Ever since the middle of August
several recordings of Claude De ily recommend are Duke Elling*
bussy’s ‘‘Reverie” have been issued, ton’s "Mighty Like the Blues’*
and as usual, they have varied as (Brunswick), Art Shaw’s “Cornin'
to quality. But last week was is On” (Vocalion), Red Norvo’s “Who
sued the one which we believe Blew Out the Flame?” (Bruns
tops them all—Mildred Bailey’s wick), and Benny Goodman’s “Blue
version (Vocalion). This was re- Interlude” (Victor).
The board of trustees of Beloit
college announced
Saturday the
election of S. J. Campbell of
Mount Morris, 111., to the board.
President Irving Maurer told of
plans for complete remodeling of
historic Middle college, oldest col
lege building northeast of Chicago
still in use. It houses administra
tive offices.
The cornerstone of “Old Middle,"
as the structure is known to Beloit
students, was laid in 1847. Bricks
for “Old Middle” were brought
from Milwaukee by ox-cart. The
foot thick stone partitions of the
interior will be retained, as will
the 20 foot, foot thick hand hewn
beams of the basement.
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Friday, November 18 — F. Theo
dore Cloak, speaker
Tuesday, November 22—Thanks
giving service: A Capella
choir: The Reverend John
B. Hanna, speaker
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LUTZ ICE CO.
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OPEN TILL ONE ON
SATURDAY NIGHT

For a DATE
or to end a
Perfect DATE

COPPER KETTLEI
RESTAURANT
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231 E. College Ave.
Phone 5308
Appleton, Wis.

LA VILLA

C A H M

"Famous for fine foods'"

531 W. College Ave.

Phone 5446
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Fight for Peace,
Warmingham Says
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Warmingham named
two: trade
and economic inequality, and racial
prejudice.
The speaker believes that the
world must be an ever changing
world. Nature is not stationary,
and mankind is a part of nature.
Said Dr. Warmingham, “Only a
world of change has permanence.
On the one hand is Time, on the
other hand. Eternity. Time and
Eternity belong together in the
changing structure of the universe.
Only a changing world can give
man hope.”
It is Dr. Warmingham’s opinion
that because of
this
continual
change, we can alter the world as
we wish to. Germany is changing
toward war, but we can change
the world toward concord, strength,
value and peace. Men are of dif
ferent cultures and backgrounds,
but. like a group of various in 
struments, can be orchestralized
until they become as one. Today,
people have somewhat recovered.
Again they can believe in the
eventual abolition of war. They
want to promote peace.
"We are moving in the right d i
rection. We of this generation will
not live to see the finish. But our
ideal will come true. We must
have constant activity and mutual
activity. The stars in their courses
will light with us if we will but
fight for the stars.”
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With “Ibby" Holt _

AVE you ever been in love?
Has your heart pounded,
knees shaken,
face grown
hot at the mere approach of
exalted person — your hero? Have
you ever known romance which
was no mere pin-hanging but a
high and holy state of exaltation
and despair? If so. you'll under*
stand what's the matter with Dean
na Durbin in “That Certain Age”
—-and laugh. Her unfortunate vic
tim is Melvin Douglas, and her
bewildered
boy-friend is Jackie
Cooper. John Halliday,
Jackie
Scarl. and Irene Rich complete the
supporting cast. A gay, realistic
comedy of the problems of the
adolescent, the picture is too good
to be missed. Attention psychology
students! It’s a chance of a life
time. and since Deanna wouldn't
be complete without music, there
arc four new song hits to make
the picture perfect.
With “That Certain Age” at the
Rio Friday is “The Mad Miss M an
tón”. starring Barbara Stanwyck
and Henry Fonda. A murder pic
ture. rather funnier than usual.
“The Mad Miss Mantón” Is defi
nitely an addition to the picture.
The actors alone are guarantors
of a good performance.
*
*
*
HE Great Waltz”, changed
I beyond
all
recognition
from the stage version,
comes to the Appleton this week
end.
Luise
Rainer.
Ferdinand
Gravct, Hugh Herbert, and Miliza
Korjus head the ~ast. “The Great
Waltz” is the story of Johann
Straubs, the famous composer of
the “Blue Danube”. It Is a spark
ling. tender picture full of Vien
nese atmosphere and feeling. The
music is superb, as is the voice of
Miliza Korjus and the picture as
a whole is deserving of attention.
On the screen with “The Great
Waltz" is “Annabel takes a Tour”
—another of those roaring farces
starring Jack Oakie and Lucille
Ball. Full of crazy stunts and slap
stick comedy, "Annabel Takes a
Tour” is good entertainment if you
like that sort of thing.
If you
don’t, you can always leave right
after "The Great Waltz” and slide
down to Snide's. Are you there,
Esther?
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Jepson Coming Here
To Sing November 30

Fletvell W ill Sing
At Today s Jespers

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Janet Flewell will be the soloist
tured it with only a swift review
for
today's Vespers service, held at
of the score with the opera con
the chapel from 5:15 to 5:45. Her
ductor. No time was left for even
selection will be, “The Good Shep
a short rehearsal of stage position
herd” by Van de Water. Cecil Neuwith the principals. “But I had
becker will be the organist.
studied it,” was the simple way in
There will be a special Thanks
which she explained her success.
giving service on that day featur
Her costume was literally sewed
ing the singing of the A Capella
on her. The prima donna whose choir.
place she took sent her maid with
the gorgeous headdress she had Cloak Gives First
hoped to wear, which gave a touch
Lecture of Series
of splendor to Miss Jepson’s cos
The first of a series of lectures
tume. There is much acting in on the “History and Development
“Thais.” That had to be thought of of the Theater” was presented by
at every point, being quite as im  F. Theodore Cloak, associate pro
fessor of speech and dramatics, at
portant as the music.
The opera moved on to the final the Tuesday afternoon meeting of
act. '“n ja is” ends with the death the Woman’s Tuesday club in the
of the heroine. For this scene she club room in Neenah Public lib 
rary.
wears a nun's dress. The nun’s

“Killer-Dillcr” Benny Goodman
may blow a hot gobblepipe, but
when it comes to just listening,
he'll take calm chamber music or
a studied session of Toscanini.
Simply because, next to swing,
Benny chalks up one for the clas
sics. And when he does a Jekyll
and Hyde act with his clarinet he
has both jitterbugs and classical
critics reaching for superlatives.
But after all, Benny is human.
“Nervoas Before Broadcasts”
“I ’m always nervous before ev
ery one of my broadcasts,” he
smiles in proof. That, regardless of
the fact that to date nothing tragic
has occurred on his radio pro
grams.
His famous licorice stick really
isn’t worth much; that is. as to
original cost. Benny’s brown eyes
twinkle as he adds that about the
only unusual thing about it is its
dress, snatched from the opera
keys. They’re sterling silver.
A father and his two sons com
That clarinet, by the way. was wardrobe, had never been tried oe prise the professional staff of the
casually lying on a table in his by Miss Jepson. It came shortl^ Franklin and Marshall College his
below her knees.
theater dressing room.
tory department.
Vociferous curtain calls came at
Like* to Jive
the
opera's
end.
Of
all
characters
Although Benny's reaction to
swing isn't as drastic as his jitter in the repertory, a nun could no£
bug fans, he docs get a “kick" out go out before the curtain and bow,
wearing a dress that barely reach
of jamming with his quartet.
“It's lot of fun," he says in a ed her knees. Miss Jepson did some
“Raise the cur
faint Southern accent, his brown quick thinking.
eyes twinkling again. A Chicagoan tain!” she ordered. Sitting up in
himself, that Southern accent is a bed. she made sidewise bows to
her enthusiastic audience.
bit of an enigma.
"Ah really can* explain it,” he
laughs.
seem« spectacular, the future is
A Lot of Fan Mail
bound to elude modern Wcbsters.
hyV an ity - ^fa ir
The U. S. postal department is Benny intends to record Brahms*
doing right well by Benny, since Quintet with the Coolidgc Quartet
he receives 1.000 fan letters a week. from the Library of Congress. He
The fans, of course, ask for any also has tentative plans for m ak
thing and everything—even money. ( ing a full length movie. And after
“But then I know it’s the rela- I his run in Milwaukee he takes his
tivcs,” Benny breaks in quickly. I band to the Waldorf-Astoria in
He flourishes a devastating hand New York.
upon reflection, however, a n d
laughs, “Aw, forget it—that was
Students of Cairo University,
just a gag!”
Egypt, spend ten days in register
that
If the past of the great Goodman ‘ ing for each term.

W . A. A. Adds New
Pictures to Rooms
In an effort to "dress up” their
rooms in the old Alexander gym
nasium, the girls in W.A.A. have
made plans for framing and hang
ing pictures of all their varsity
teams.
Brass plates have been placed on
the ping pong tables which were
given two ye ar/ ago. These plates
will contain the name of the donor
and the date of the gift.
An announcement has also been
made by the organization that they
plan to stage another of their fam
ous lotteries at Pond’s sporting
goods store in the near future.

Cummings Speaks on
Foreign Relations
"The Foreign Policy of the Roo
sevelt Administration” was 1he
title of an address by Dr. Richard
O. Cummings, assistant professor
of history at Lawrence college, at
a dinner meeting of Mr. and Mrs.
club of First Congregational church
at 6:30 Friday night at Hearth
stone tea room.
.

| SLIPS THAT PASS WITH HONORS ON and
i OFF lh« CAMPUS!

!
'

Miss Vanity SLIPS
I

*

MODERN

V

Chalk up an "A"
— " for Miss Vanity Slips!
Here are the points that win a high
fashion rating at smart schools, everywhere!

DRY CLEANERS
e
,

Better Dry Cleaning

•

three correct lengths and cmrve-hugging pro
vide smooth, urinkltlesi foundation ¡or
’'smooth" college clothes

sturdy tricot knit con take the "college ga§";
will no! ride up, tu-ist, oe sag; will not run.
or split ot teems
* NO IRONING NEEDED means extra time
for work amd ploy
%
O M£)DEST PRICE makes limited allowances
go a longer way

222 East College Avenue

a

The Same Building os
Your East End Postal Sub-Station
GLADLY DELIVERED TO YOUR RESIDENTIAL UNIT

((rr*

M OJUD
SILK S T O C K I N G S

Measure up to Your Needs!

• If you're short, you’ll
want 28 inch hose; if very
tall. 32 inch lengths. 30
inch lengths fit in-between
perfectly. But whatever
your measure there's a
Mojud to fit you . . . sheer,
lovely, smooth and clear
as a m irror. Ask for
Mojuds next time you buy
hose . . . and
specify your
length.

1 . W. Faculty May Try
Croup Lift* Insurance
One hundred members of the
University of Wisconsin faculty
favorably received recently a plan
for group life insurance, designed
to provide protection at the low'est possible cost to those in Jhe
greatest need for it.
Definite action on the plan prob
ably will come at the next faculty
meeting in November.
W. Bayard Taylor, professor of
finance in the school of commerce.
explained the proposed plan. He
discussed the background of group
life Insurance, nnd revealed that
under Wisconsin law, 75 per cent
of the eligible group must participate in such a plan to make it legal.

King of Jitterbugs
Has Weakness for
‘Licorice Stick ’

LAWRENTIAN

Thigh
Mold

WITH ^ a rx ity ^ a ir TITE

BEGINS

P A N T IE S

Sculptured fit! The first step toward your silhouette. Some
liJce them short, some like them long, some like them
medium. Select your Pcchglo Tite Panties in the length that
luits, and fits you best, depending on whether or not you
wear a girdle—and how long it is if you do. Flat elastic
wai»t. Back seam only. Blmh, White.
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THE TAI LORED f i l l i o utlte

$1 0 0
In th r u
lingths
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P E T T I B O N E ’S
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THE PETTIBONE-PEABODYCO.
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